TEAM CHINA

TONGJIANG XIAO - RIDER
AGE: 13
HOMETOWN: Liaoning
Tongjiang started western riding in 2020 and has enjoyed competing at various events in Beijing. His favorite class is horsemanship, and Tongjiang is excited for opportunities to be able to practice speaking English with new friends.

ZIZHAO FENG - RIDER
AGE: 17
HOMETOWN: Beijing
Zizhao has been learning western riding since 2021 and has competed in various competitions and training clinics in Beijing. As the oldest member of the team, Zizhao is excited to be staying in the United States after the World Cup to pursue her university education.

RUOHAN WANG - RIDER
AGE: 16
HOMETOWN: Beijing
Ruohan originally started riding in an English saddle in 2019 before transitioning to western riding in 2021. She is excited to learn from American trainers and to make friends from around the world.

LINGHAN AN - RIDER
AGE: 13
HOMETOWN: Beijing
Linghan has grown up around horses and started training in 2018. He is most excited to be able to learn by riding different American Quarter Horses, especially in ranch riding.

DUOJI SUN - RIDER
AGE: 12
HOMETOWN: Beijing
The youngest member of the team, Duoji has been riding since he was 6 years old. Duoji's favorite class is showmanship, and he is excited to challenge himself in America.